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Abstract

Indexing techniques have been developed as a
means for clients to reduce power consumption and
to select between broadcast and on-demand data
services. In this paper, we provide an overview
of our research on indexing techniques and revisit
some related work in the literature. Our study
incorporates two important techniques, clustering
and scheduling, for improving data broadcast
eciency and explores the scenarios of single and
multiple attribute query processing. Moreover, we
apply two indexing methods, cache schedule and
integrated signature, to a hierarchical data delivery
system.
Keywords index, broadcast, on-demand,
scheduling, clustering

1 Introduction

Wireless communication and mobile computing
have gained much attention from the computer
and communication research community. Wireless
voice communication has already penetrated every
modern society, and increasingly wireless data
service is considered a standard feature of wireless
communication systems.
Compared to voice communication, data services are more adaptive in the sense that they don't
have a strict realtime requirement as voice communication, that they may be delivered purely by
broadcast, purely by point-to-point communication
or a mixed of both, and that they call for a set of
distinct performance measures such as throughput,
access time, and power consumption. Compared to
wired networks, wireless communication opens up
the possibility of truly simultaneous data broadcast (as opposed to multicast on Internet). Data
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access performance can be optimized by using and
balancing broadcast and point-to-point communication methods. Despite these desirable features,
however, a wireless system is limited in bandwidth,
computational power, battery power, and physical
size of the clients. These limitations have to be resolved in order for any application to be successful.
Data broadcast is ecient in terms of channel
utilization when many users access to more or less
the same set of data. It is power ecient because
the clients consume much less energy when they are
receiving than transmitting. Thus, many studies
on data broadcast have appeared in the literature
IB93, AAFZ95, IV94, SRB97]. A weakness of data
broadcast is that a client has to listen to the entire
broadcast cycle to retrieve all data items it wants.
Not only the access time, which depends on the
length of the broadcast cycle, could be quite long,
it also means that the client has to be active (i.e.,
consume battery power) in the entire cycle to get
perhaps just a few data items from of the broadcast.
Indexing techniques for data broadcast
have been introduced for reducing power
consumption while keeping the access time small
IVB96, LL96, CYW97, SV96]. Among them,
signature and index tree techniques IVB96, LL96]
are two representative indexing methods for
broadcast channels. The basic idea behind these
techniques is that, by including information about
the arrival schedule of data frames in the broadcast
channels, mobile computers are able to predict the
arrival time of the requested data frames.
Three criteria are frequently used to evaluate
the eciency of wireless data services:
Access Time: The average time elapsed from
the moment a client makes a query to the moment when all the requested data frames are
received by the client.

Tune-in Time: The time spent by a mobile
computer staying active in order to acquire the
requested data.
Indexing Eciency: The tune-in time saved
per unit of access time overhead due to indexing.
While the access time measures the eciency of
data retrieval and organization methods for broadcast channels, the tune-in time is used to estimate
the power consumption of a mobile computer. The
objective of power conservative indexing is to reduce tune-in time, while maintaining an acceptable
access time overhead, and the indexing eciency
measures how well an indexing method achieves
that objective. When the power conservation is not
a concern, the access time alone provides a convenient measurement of the eciency of a wireless
data service.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we give some background information
regarding to the broadcast channel related techniques. In Section 3, we discuss various power
ecient indexing techniques. In Section 4, we introduce a hierarchical data delivery system based
on static hybrid channel allocation and the application of indexing techniques for the system. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background Information
2.1 Mobile Computing Model

A geographical area covered by the wireless system
is divided into cells. Wireless communication in a
cell is supported by a mobile support station (MSS).
MSSs are stationary computers connected to each
other on a xed network. An MSS is equipped
with a wireless interface for communicating with
the mobile computers in the cell1 . In addition,
the MSS also provides various data services to the
mobile users. Logically, it maintains a database
and provides data to its mobile clients. Each data
item in the database is uniquely identied by its
primary key which is a distinct number assigned
by the MSS. The client access pattern is initially
unknown to the MSS and is assumed to change
with time.
We assume that the basic xed channel assignment strategy TJ91] is used. That is, a xed set of
channels is permanently assigned to each cell and
a service request from a cell can only be served by
unoccupied channels in that cell. Otherwise, the
request is blocked. The communication is asymmetric (i.e., the uplink bandwidth is much less than
that of downlink). The channels in the cell can
work
in one of the two modes:
1
In this paper, we use 'mobile computer', 'mobile client',
or 'client' to refer to a user with a mobile computer.

On-demand mode: the channel is bi-

directional and asymmetric. The client
explicitly makes a pull request to the server
via uplink channel. Upon receipt of the
request, the server makes connection with the
client and return the required data through
the connection. The connection is point-topoint. That is, once it is established between
a client and the server, the client occupies the
channel until the connection ends.
Broadcast mode: the channel is unidirectional. The MSS periodically broadcasts
data of popular demands to a large population
of clients at the cell site. A complete broadcast
of the set of data frames is called a broadcast
cycle. To retrieve data item, the clients
passively monitor the channel and download
the data when they arrive.
On-demand and broadcast data services incur
dierent access latency. On-demand service time is
determined by the waiting time for the connection
and the transmission time of the data. Since the
queries are served on a request-by-request basis and
the on-demand channels are occupied by one query
service a time, a signicant amounts of wireless
bandwidth is required and it only performs well
when the cell is lightly loaded. On the contrary,
broadcast service is determined by the volume of
data broadcast and the broadcast scheduling. Since
data broadcast are shared among all the clients
in the cell, wireless bandwidth is more eciently
utilized and the workload of the server is lower
compared with on-demand data service. Broadcast
service has a good performance when the cell is
heavily loaded and there are common interest data
set to the clients in the cell HLL98d].

2.2 Channel Allocation Methods

Since broadcast and on-demand modes have different advantages for dierent system workloads,
they can be used together to handle the variation
of communication load over time and space due to
the mobility of the clients. Generally, there are
four channel allocation methods LHL97, HLL99,
HLL98d]. The exclusive on-demand and exclusive
broadcast methods, respectively, assigned all channels in the cell to on-demand or broadcast mode.
The static hybrid method assigns some of the channels to broadcast mode and some to on-demand
mode, and the assignment is xed in advanced.
The dynamic hybrid method is an extension of the
static hybrid method. It dynamically changes the
assignment according to system workload and data
access patterns. In this paper, we assume that
a client gets data through either broadcast channels or on-demand channels but not both. That
is, at any time the client is either monitoring the
broadcast channels for the desired data to appear

or making a pull request to the server for a pointto-point connection.

2.3 Techniques for Ecient Data Broadcast

In addition to indexing techniques, scheduling
and clustering are two important data organizing
techniques for improving data access eciency.
Data clustering refers to the consecutive
placement of data items with the same value
for a specic attribute in a broadcast cycle
IVB94, IVB96, HLL99]. By monitoring the
arrival of the rst data item with the desired
attribute value, the client can retrieve all of the
successive data items with the same attribute value
instead of ltering for each arrival of the desired
data items. However, a broadcast cycle can only
be clustered based on one attribute. Although the
other attributes are non-clustered in the cycle, a
second attribute can be chosen to cluster the data
items within a data cluster of the rst attribute.
Likewise, a third attribute can be chosen to cluster
the data items within a data cluster of the second
attribute. We call the rst attribute the clustered
attribute and the other attributes the non-clustered
attributes.
For each non-clustered attribute, the broadcast
cycle can be partitioned into a number of segments
called meta segments IVB96], each of which holds
a sequence of frames with non-decreasing (or nonincreasing) values of that attribute. Thus, when
we look at each individual meta segment, the data
frames are clustered on that attribute and indexing
techniques designed for clustered data broadcast
can still be applied within the meta segment. To
facilitate our study, we dene the number of meta
segments in the broadcast cycle for an attribute as
the scattering factor of the attribute. For multiple
attributes, the broadcast cycle is partitioned into
meta segments for each attribute in the order that
frequently accessed attributes rst. The scattering
factors of an attribute increases as the importance
of the attribute decreases. Organizing data broadcast with the above discussed clustering structure
can improve retrieval eciency.
Data scheduling determines the contents of the
broadcast cycle and the broadcast frequency of the
data frames SRB97, AAFZ95, ST97] (i.e., the hot
data set for broadcast and the relative broadcast
frequency of each frame). A simple broadcast
schedule, called at broadcast, is to broadcast each
data frame once every cycle HLL98d]. With the
at broadcast, the expected access time for the
data item on the broadcast channel is the same
for all data items (i.e., half a broadcast period).
In the real world, client access usually follows a
skewed distribution (e.g., Zipf or Gaussian). It
is unfair to have all data items the same access

time regardless of their relative importance to the
clients. Consequently, another scheduling method,
called broadcast disks, was proposed in AAFZ95].
Broadcast disks broadcast important data more
often than the other data to reduce the average
response time for queries based on that attribute
value. The broadcast disk method has better access
time when the data frames with the same attribute
values are clustered in one of the minor cycles.
By receiving the cluster of data frames together,
the mobile computer can answer the query without
continue to monitor the rest of broadcast cycle.
This can be achieved by placing all of the data
frames with the same indexed attribute value as
a cluster on the same broadcast disk. The whole
cluster of data frames are brought to the broadcast channel as a unit. Depending on speed of
broadcast disk where this cluster is located, these
data frames may appear several times in minor
cycles. Thus, the resulting broadcast cycle is dierent from the completely clustered broadcast cycle.
For broadcast scheduling adopting broadcast disks
without using clustering, we simply consider the
resulting broadcast cycle as non-clustered, in that
case, broadcast disks loses its advantages compared
with at broadcast. Thus, when we consider index techniques for broadcast disks in the later sections of this paper, we only consider clustered case.
However, broadcast disks increase the length of a
broadcast cycle and the client has to spend more
time retrieving the less commonly accessed data.
For multi-attribute data les, a cycle can be
organized in broadcast disks based on one of attributes (i.e., the cycle is not clustered on the other
attributes). Due to data frame duplication, queries
other than that attribute may take longer to answer. Therefore, broadcast disks are not ecient
for data les with multiple attributes. Thus, the
at broadcast scheduling is used for multi-attribute
data les.

3 Power Conservative Indexing

It is expected that the lifetime of batteries will
increase only 20% over the next 10 years SCB92].
Thus, power conservation is a key issue for batterypowered mobile computers. Wireless data broadcast is ecient for disseminating data of common
interest to a massive number of mobile users. Furthermore, indexing techniques can be employed to
predict the arrival time of a requested data item so
that the client can slip into doze mode and switch
back to active mode only when the data of interest
arrives, thus substantially reducing battery consumption.
Most of studies have focused on indexing
techniques based on a single-attribute. In the
real world applications, data items usually contain
multiple attributes. Since broadcast channels

are linear medium, comparing to single-attribute
indexing and querying, data organization and
access methods for multiple attribute indexes
and queries are much more complicated. Thus,
it's important to consider both of the single and
multiple attribute queries when we adopt an
indexing technique for the broadcast channels.
In the following, we present the indexing
methods we proposed and the related techniques2
existing in the literature. Our separate studies
HLL98c, HLL98e] have taken the single and
multiple attributes queries into consideration. Due
to the space limitation, we only illustrate the
application of indexing techniques in the single
attribute query centered environments.
When no index is used, a broadcast cycle consists of data frames only (called non-index). As
such, the length of the broadcast cycle and hence
the access time are minimum. Since every arriving
frame must be retrieved into the client to check
against the attribute values specied in the query,
the tune-in time is very long and is equal to the
access time.

3.1 The Hashing Technique

As mentioned previously, there is a tradeo
between the access time and the tune-in time of the
system which can vary for dierent applications.
Thus, we need exible data organization methods
capable of accommodating dierent classes of
users. Among these indexing techniques, hashing
based schemes and exible indexing method were
discussed in IVB94].
In hashing based schemes, instead of broadcasting a separate directory with the data, the hashing
parameters are included in the frames. Each frame
has two parts: the data part and the control part.
The control part is the \investment" which helps
guide searches to minimize the access time and the
tune-in time. It consists of a hash function and a
shift function. The hash function hashes the query
key attribute to compute the arrival of the desired
frame the shift function is necessary since most
often the hash function is not perfect. In such a
case there can be collisions and the colliding data
items are stored immediately following the frame
assigned to them by the hashing function.
Flexible indexing rst sorts the data in ascending (or descending) order and then divides the le
into p segments numbered 1 through p. The rst
frame in each of the data segments contains a control part consisting of the control index. The control index is a binary index which, for a given key
K , helps to locate the frame which contains that
key. In this way, we can reduce the tune-in time.
2 Many of the techniques presented here are actually
extended from their original proposals to co-operate the
clustering and scheduling techniques.

The parameter p makes the indexing method exible since depending on its value we can either get a
very good tune-in time or a very good access time.
On selecting between the hashing scheme and
the exible indexing method, the former should be
used when the tune-in time requirements are not
rigid and the key size is relatively large compared
to the record size. Otherwise, the latter should be
used.

3.2 The Index Tree Technique

As with a traditional disk-based environment,
index-tree methods IVB96] have been applied to
data broadcasts on wireless channels. Instead of
storing the locations of disk records, an index tree
stores the arrival time of information frames. The
access protocol for retrieving information frames
with an index tree technique involves the following
steps:
Initial probe: The client tunes into the broadcast channel and determines when the next
index tree is broadcast.
Search: The client accesses a list of pointers
to nd out when to tune into the broadcast
channel to get the required frames.
Retrieve: The client downloads all the information frames of interests.
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Figure 1: A Full Index Tree
Figure 1 depicts an example of an index tree for
a broadcast cycle which consists of 81 information
frames. The lowest level consists of square boxes
which represent a collection of three information
frames. The index tree is shown above the information frames. Each index node has three pointers3.
To reduce access time while maintaining a similar tune-in time for the client, the index tree can
be replicated and interleaved with the information.
Distributed indexing is actually one index replication and interleaving method. The index tree is
broadcast every d1 of the le during a broadcast
cycle. However instead of interleaving the entire
index tree d times, only the part of the index tree
which indexes the data block immediately following
it is broadcast. The whole index tree is divided
into two parts: replicated and non-replicated parts.
The replicated part constitutes the upper levels
of the index tree and each node in that part is
3 For simplicity, the three pointers of each index node in
the lower most index tree level is represented by just one
arrow.

replicated a number of times equal to the number
of children it has, while the non-replicated part
consists of the lower levels and each node in this
part appears only once in a given broadcast cycle.
Since the lower levels of an index tree take up much
more space than the upper part (i.e., the replicated
part of the index tree), the index overheads can be
greatly reduced if the lower levels of the index tree
are not replicated. In this way, access time can be
improved signicantly without much deterioration
in tune-in time.
To support distributed indexing, every frame
has an oset to the beginning of the root of the
next index tree. The rst node of each distributed
index tree contains a tuple, with the rst eld as
the primary key of the record that was broadcast
last and the second eld as the oset at the beginning of the next broadcast cycle. This is to guide
the clients that have missed the required record
in the current cycle to tune to the next broadcast
cycle. There is a control index at the beginning
of every replicated index to direct the client to a
proper branch in the index tree. This additional
index information for navigation together with the
sparse index tree provides the same function as the
complete index tree.

3.3 The Signature Techniques

Signature methods have been widely used for information retrieval. A signature of an information
frame is basically a bit vector generated by rst
hashing the values in the information frame into
bit strings and then superimposing them together
LL96]. They are broadcast together with the information frames in every broadcast cycle. A query
signature is generated in a similar way based on
the query specied by the user. To answer a query,
the client simply retrieves information signatures
from the broadcast channel and then matches the
signatures with the query signature by performing
a bitwise AND operation. When the result is not
the same as the query signature, the corresponding
information frame can be ignored. When the result
is the same as the query signature, the information
frame still need to be checked against the query.
This step is to distinguish a true match from a false
drop.
The signature technique interleaves signatures
with their associated information frames. By
checking a signature, the mobile computer can
decide whether an information frame contains
the desired information, if it doesn't, the mobile
computer turns into doze mode and wakes up
again for the next signature. The primary issue
with dierent signature methods is the size and
the number of levels of the signatures. The
access protocol for a signature scheme involves the
following steps:

Initial probe: The client tunes into the broadcast channel for the rst received signature.
Filtering: The client accesses the successive
signatures and data frames to nd the required
data.
Retrieve: The client tunes in to get the successive desired data frames from the channel.
In LL96], three signature algorithms, namely
simple signature, integrated signature, and multilevel signature, were proposed and their cost models for access time and tune-in time were given.
For simple signatures, the signature frame is broadcast before the corresponding information frame.
Therefore, the number of signatures is equal to the
number of information frames in a cycle. An integrated signature is constructed for a group of consecutive frames, called a frame group. The multilevel signature is a combination of the simple signature and the integrated signature methods, in
which the upper level signatures are integrated signatures and the lowest level signatures are simple
signatures.
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Figure 2: The Multi-level Signature Technique
Figure 2 illustrates a two-level signature
scheme. The white signatures in the gure are
integrated signatures. An integrated signature
indexes all data frames between itself and the
next integrated signature (i.e., two data frames).
The black signatures are simple signatures for
the corresponding data frames. In the case of
non-clustered data frames, the number of data
frames indexed by an integrated signature is quite
small in order to maintain the ltering capability
of the integrated signature. However, if similar
data frames are grouped together in each meta
segment (as in the case of clustered frames, we
can regard the whole le as one meta segment),
the integrated signature generated in this le
organization has the same eect as reducing the
number of bit strings superimposed. Therefore,
the number of frames indexed by the integrated
signature can be large.

3.4 The Hybrid Index Approach

Both the signature and the index tree techniques
have advantages and disadvantages in one aspect
or the other. For example, the index tree method
is good for random data access, while the signature
method is good for sequentially structured media
such as broadcast channels. The index tree technique is very ecient for a clustered broadcast cycle, but the signature method is not aected much
by clustering factor. While the signature method is

particularly good for multi-attribute retrieval, the
index tree provides a more accurate and complete
global view of the data frames based on its indexed value. Since the clients can quickly search
in the index tree to nd out the arrival time of
the desired data, the tune-in time is normally very
short. Since a signature does not contain global
information about the data frames it can only help
the clients to make a quick decision on whether the
current frame (or a group of frames) is relevant to
the query or not. The ltering eciency heavily
depends on the false drop probability of the signature. As a result, the tune-in time is normally high
and is proportional to the length of the broadcast
cycle.
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Figure 3: The Hybrid of Index Tree and Signature
In this section, we develop a new index method,
called the hybrid index, which builds on top of
the signatures a sparse index tree to provided
a global view for the data frames and their
corresponding signatures. The index tree is called
sparse because only the upper t levels of the index
tree (the replicated part in distributed index) are
constructed. The key-search pointer node in the
t-th level points to a data block which is a group of
consecutive frames following their corresponding
signatures. Figure 3 illustrates a hybrid index.
To retrieve a data item, the client can search
the sparse index tree to obtain the approximate
location information about the desired data
frames. Since the size of the upper t levels of an
index tree is usually small, the overhead for this
additional index is very small.
Since the hybrid index technique is built on top
of signature method, it retains all of the advantages
that a signature method has. However, the global
information provided by the sparse index tree improves tune-in time considerably. The general access method for retrieving data with this technique
now becomes:
Initial probe: The client tunes into the broadcast channel and determines when the next
index tree arrives.
Search: Upon receipt of the index tree,
the client accesses a list of pointers in the
index tree to nd out when to tune into
the broadcast channel to get to the nearest
location where the required data frames can
be found.

Filtering: At the nearest location, a successive signature ltering is carried out until the
desired data frames are found.
Retrieval: The client tunes into the channel
and downloads all the required data frames.

4 Access Ecient Indexing

Mobile computing systems based on hybrid channel allocation methods facilitate a good balance of
broadcast and on-demand channels. In addition, it
allows the mobile users to use both kinds of channels to maximize their access eciency. A hierarchical data delivery system has been proposed by
the authors HLL98b]. In this section, we introduce
the indexing techniques studied for the system and
related issues.

4.1 Hierarchical Data Delivery System
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Figure 4: Hierarchical Data Distribution.
To minimize the client access time for a large population of clients, data caching, data broadcasting and pull-based requests can be used together.
Logically we can assume that data are stored in a
hierarchical medium (Figure 4) such that the most
frequently accessed data are cached in the client,
the commonly interesting data subset is temporarily stored in the air (broadcast on the channel), and
the rest of the data can be pulled from server via explicit client requests. Data caching and push-based
data dissemination can alleviate pull-based request
considerably, as most frequently access data can
be retrieved either from the client's cache or the
broadcast channel.
The hierarchical data delivery system dynamically updates its broadcast schedule based on the
client access patterns collected through a bit vector
mechanism HLL98a]. Based on the data access
patterns, a medium sub-set of frequently accessed
data is selected for broadcast on the channels and
the broadcast program (i.e., broadcast disks) is designed accordingly.
When a user issues a query to the client, the
client rst search the cache. If there is a valid
copy in the cache, an answer is replied immediately.
Otherwise, the client attempts to obtain the data

item from the server site. For a static hybrid channel allocation, the data access method depends on
the existence of indexing methods.
Indexing mechanisms can facilitate the mobile
clients of the hierarchical data delivery system to
determine when to switch from the push-based
broadcast channels to the pull-based on-demand
channels. In the following, we discuss two indexing
methods, namely, cache schedule and integrated
signature, and their application in the hierarchical
data delivery system. Though these methods are
based on very simple ideas, we expect them to
stimulate more studies on the indexing issues of
the hierarchical data delivery systems.

4.2 Indexing Methods for Hierarchical
Data Delivery

When no index is used, the client doesn't know
which data frame is to appear next on the broadcast channels. Thus, pre-scheduling data access for
broadcast mode and on-demand mode is impossible. The client rst monitors the next Threshold
number of data frames on the broadcast channels.
When the desired data items are encountered, they
are retrieved into the client cache. Otherwise, after
monitoring Threshold data frames, the client turns
to on-demand data service and issues a pull request
to the server like in the exclusive on-demand channel allocation.
For cached schedule method, the complete
broadcast schedule is broadcast at the beginning
of each cycle, so that each active client keeps on
monitoring the schedules and retrieves them into
its cache. Based on the schedules, the client can
make selection between broadcast and on-demand
services. That is, if the desired data items will
appear within the next Threshold number of
data frames on the broadcast channels, the client
monitors the broadcast channels. Otherwise,
the client issues a pull request to the server
immediately. Broadcasting schedule will take
up bandwidth. The biggest drawbacks for this
index method are that monitoring broadcast
schedule is not energy ecient to the client and
the requirement of all clients remaining active is
not exible.
When signature (i.e., integrated signature) is
broadcast together with the data, the client rst
monitors the broadcast channels for the data items
and the signatures. If the signatures retrieved indicate that the desired data item will be broadcast
in the cycle and the number of data frames before
the desired data to appear in the broadcasting cycle is less than Threshold, then the client continue
monitoring the broadcast channels and retrieves
the items into the cache when they arrive. Otherwise, the client issues a pull request to the server.
Although, signature incurs some what index over-

head, such overhead is low since the signature size
is usually very small.

5 Conclusion

In a mobile environment, power conservation of the
mobile clients is a critical issue to be addressed.
An ecient power conservative indexing method
should introduce low access time overhead, low
tune-in time, and produce high indexing eciency.
As another application, indexing makes selection
between push-based data dissemination and
pulled-based data delivery possible. An ideal
index method should perform well under both
clustered and non-clustered broadcast cycle, with
dierent broadcast scheduling policies, such as at
broadcast and broadcast disks.
Combining strengths of the signature and the
index tree techniques, a hybrid indexing method is
introduced in this paper. This method has the advantages of both the index tree method and the signature method and a better performance than the
index tree method. A variant of the hybrid indexing method has been demonstrated to be the best
choice for multiple attributes indexing organization
in wireless broadcast environments HLL98c].
Our studies of the indexing methods takes into
consideration the clustering and scheduling factors
which may be employed in wireless data broadcast. Access time, tune-in time, and indexing eciency are the evaluation criteria for our comparisons. For both single attribute and multi-attribute
index methods, cost models for access time and
tune-in time of the three indexing methods were
developed and numerical comparisons under various broadcast organizations based on the formulae
were produced in HLL98e, HLL98c].
In the future, we plan to incorporate the index
schemes with data caching algorithms to achieve an
improved system performance and obtain a better
understanding of the wireless broadcast systems.
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